


Laufenn provides the performance you need 
throughout a wide range of conditions in your 
everyday life, no matter the road condition.

When the blue that represents rational 
value and the red that represents emotional 
value meet, the violet of Laufenn is born, 
providing consumers with both practical 
value and satisfaction.

Laufenn ensures an exceptional driving 
experience through an optimised 
performance in any weather or any season.

Simple
Laufenn is simple, there’s no add-ons and nothing
to spoil your driving experience.  Committed to 
the basics, Laufenn offers a pure driving 
experience tailored to you for your driving needs.

Open-minded
Laufenn refuses to accept a one-size-fits-all 
attitude.  You know value when you see it so by 
making Laufenn your choice is transforming 
your own value into a new trend.

Sensible
Laufenn understands your refined taste and 
expresses your excellent style, representing your 
fashionable personality.

Confident
The ability Laufenn provides is rooted in its
uncompromising commitment to quality.
When you go to work, see friends or take a road 
trip Laufenn is there with you everyday
providing optimised performance and confidence.





LT van tyre FEATURES
- Optimises wet performance 
- Secure stability and handling 
- Long tread life
- Improved durability
- Designed to resist external
 damage

Speed Symbol : T / H / R / S
S.W. : 165~235
Series : 60~75
Inch : 14~16”
EU Label : C~E / B~C / W2

Performance information

The X FIT VAN provides consumers with wet/
dry handling and braking, durability and an
improved mileage.

DurabilityBrakingHandling

Handling 8

Durability 9

Fuel efficiency 7

Wear life 7

Braking 8



The designs minimised block 
movement ensures maximum 
steering stability.

 Sipes

X FIT VAN

Standard tyre

2%
decrease

Enhances safety by improving wet braking performance.

 Safety by braking performance

Handling and braking
The X FIT VAN offers exceptional handling and braking for 
an optimized on-road driving experience.

The use of 3-channel wide grooves 
significantly reduces hydro-planing and 
enhances stability even at high speeds.

 3-channel wide grooves

Enhances wet performance without 
sacrificing block strength.

 New 3D lateral grooves

Wet Braking Handling

The 3D diamond cut block edge 
ensures excellent traction and 
enhances optimal handling by 
supporting the blocks when 
cornering.

 Zigzag diamond grooves



The optimal block and groove width 
design improves durability by maintaining 
even pressure.

 Durable contact patch technology

 The RCS construction
The special rubber material 
enhances structural coherance, 
improving durability and stability, 
which are essential factors to 
sustaining heavier vehicle loads.

Durability
The X FIT VAN ensures a capable driving experience with 
a focus on durability.

Durability

Stronger bonding between the belts ensures driving 
stability at high speeds whilst the durable structure is 
designed to sustain vehicle loads.

 Belt edge tape

X FIT VAN Standard tyre

X FIT VAN

X FIT VAN

Standard tyre

Standard tyre



Wear life

Carbon compounds are smaller than those 
found in exisiting materials that greatly 
reduce energy dispersion.

 Long mileage carbon compound

The design reinforces centre block 
stiffness and improves traction.

 2 step block

The X FIT VAN provides secure driving from beginning to end, 
with a long tread life.

Fuel 
Efficiency

Wear Life

HighLow

X FIT VAN

Standard tyre

The squared foot design ensures more tyre-road contact and greater fuel mileage.

 Mileage and fuel efficiency

X FIT VAN Standard tyre

Particle size

High Fuel 
Consumption

Low Fuel 
Consumption



Reinforced belt
-
Ensures durable performance
through reinforcement belt layer.

Inner liner
-
Prevents air leakage and
maintains the internal pressure.

Bead filler 
-
Enhanced rim joint stiffness
for handling performance.Bead wire

Double steel belt
-

Ensures increased 
durability.

Carcass
-

Maintains tyre shape.

TyRE STRUCTURE
The X FIT VAN adopts new technology for the LT commerical van, engineered for on load performance.

* The model size in the structural diagram is for the 215/65R16R tyre and the descriptions of structural diagrams may vary by size.



AVAILAbLE SIzES

* LI : Load index / SS : Speed symbol / RR : Rolling resistance / dB : Decibel

60 Series 65 Series 70 Series

75 Series 82 Series

Size LI and SS
Label

RR Wet grip Wave (db)
215/60R16C 103/101T C B 1 (68dB)
195/60R16C 99/97H E B 1 (68dB)

Size LI and SS
Label

RR Wet grip Wave (db)
195/65R16C 104/102R E C 1 (67dB)
205/65R15C 102/100T E C 1 (67dB)
215/65R16C 109/107T C B 1 (67dB)
235/65R16C 115/113R C B 1 (67dB)
205/65R16C 107/105T E C 1 (67dB)
225/65R16C 112/110R C B 1 (67dB)
175/65R14C 90/88T E C 1 (67dB)

Size LI and SS
Label

RR Wet grip Wave (db)
215/70R15C 109/107S C C 1 (67dB)
205/70R15C 106/104R E C 1 (67dB)
225/70R15C 112/110S C C 1 (67dB)
165/70R14C 89/87R E B 1 (67dB)
195/70R15C 104/102R E C 1 (67dB)

Size LI and SS
Label

RR Wet grip Wave (db)
225/75R16C 121/120R C C 1 (67dB)
205/75R16C 113/111R C C 1 (67dB)
185/75R16C 104/102R E C 1 (67dB)
215/75R16C 116/114R C C 1 (67dB)
195/75R16C 107/105R E C 1 (67dB)

Size LI and SS
Label

RR Wet grip Wave (db)
195R14C 106/104R C C 1 (67dB)
185R14C 102/100R E C 1 (67dB)



Fawsley Drive, Heartlands Business Park, Daventry, 
Northamptonshire, NN11 8UG, U.K.
www.laufenn.com/uk
Tel. +44 (0)1327-304-100 / Fax. +44 (0)1327-304-110


